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The volume is the first in a new series of publications entitled “In collezione”, published by the Fondazione
Giulio e Anna Paolini. The series is dedicated to monographic texts on some of the works by Giulio Paolini
in the Foundation collection.
The author presents a thorough and original reading of an outstanding work in the artist’s recent research,
Essere o non essere (1994-95). The critical study brings into play a theme that has always been dear to Paolini,
one that is staged in his works time and time again: the journey towards the artwork, the design of the work as it
comes into being.
Barbara Satre’s essay is followed by an afterword by Maddalena Disch, as well as back matter which includes
technical data on the works, an exhibition history, bibliographical information, and a short critical anthology.
Below, please find the original French text by Barbara Satre.
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